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It is always a privilege to get through successfully in different entrance exams. If these are exams
that are being conducted on a pan Indian scale, then the achievements are further countable as
meritorious credits. The exams of IIT JEE and AIEEE are conducted every year for the purpose of
admitting students into the National Institutes of Technology and Indian Institutes of Technology in
India.

The entrance exams are very essential to be cracked so that the students can take admissions in
these institutes and bring themselves to the brink of successful careers in technical organisations.
Even the CLAT exam is no less important as it allows the students to get into the best law institutes
of the country, after which, the life as advocates and attorneys are very fruitful and satisfying.

So, the entrance exams that will be conducted in 2012 will be very important for the engineering and
law aspirants. They will need to put in their best efforts for scoring good marks so that their ranks
are up in the merit list and they get into the colleges of their choice. The task is not as easy as it
may sound and students need to move themselves up to the task to be winners. And they can do so
by observing some points about the preparations very closely.

Regular study â€“ 	The studies for the entrance exams of AIEEE 2012 and IIT JEE 2012 needs to be
done meticulously. It is after the 10+2 studies that the students will be appearing in these entrances.
So they will have fresh knowledge of the syllabus from which the questions will be coming. To be
able to answer the questions in the exams, students should be in touch with the syllabus everyday,
so that they do not forget anything from their courses.

Practise tests â€“ 	The exams of IIT JEE and AIEEE are quite competitive. Even for the CLAT 2012,
there will be a time constraint as there are multiple choice questions. In such type of questions,
keeping a tab on the time limit is very important as during the solving of these questions, one is very
much liable to get strayed. Practice tests will allow the students to be observant of the time and will
try to finish the set of questions within it. Frequent practise of these types of questions will allow the
students to handle their time properly and therefore, they will be able to cover all the questions
within the given duration.

Doubt clearance â€“ 	During the preparations for the CLAT 2012, IIT JEE 2012 and AIEEE 2012,
students will come across many such questions, which they will not be able to answer or do not
understand how to approach. These have more relevance for subjects of mathematics and physics
as these are mostly problem based questions. Whenever in doubt about the solution of any
particular question, try to get it resolved because, if it comes in the exam, then it would be a big
loss, as every single question matters.

These are 3 simple things that should be kept in mind by the students, when they are preparing for
the entrance exams. There are many more things of importance but sticking to the basics is very
essential if the students want to succeed in these tough competitive exams.
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Preeti - About Author:
EntranceExamResults is an entrance exams site where one can search for various entrance
examinations in India and abroad. Explore a AIEEE 2012, a IIT JEE 2012, a CLAT 2012 and much
more.
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